SIMULATION OF A TURING MACHINE
ON A DIGJTAL COMPUTER
Robert W. Cojfin,* Harry E. Goheen,** and Walter R. Stahl***
1. INTRODUCTION

in which these conditions might exist. Furthermore, the work of A. M. Turing(S) preceded the
growth of modern electronic technology by
several years, consequently to implement a
Turing Machine as a physical device, at that
time, would have been an impractical and costly
undertaking.

The theory of algorithms relies heavily upon
the conceptual and theoretical usefulness of the
Turing Machine. (1) Recent work by Trakhenbrot(2) has given further support to the hypothesis that "all algorithms can be given in
the form of functional matrices and executed
by the corresponding Turing Machines." Such
a statement does not immediately suggest that
all problems should be reduced to their equivalent Turing Machine, but the implication is
clear that if certain problems, recognizable as
algorithms, do not lend themselves to a solution
in a formal logic structure, they may be reduced
to a Turing scheme using a suitable strategy.
Examples of such problems are revealed in the
work by Lusted and Stahl (3) in the problem of
medical diagnosis and by Stahl and Goheen (4)
in simulation of the operation of biological cell
systems.

The authors and their colleagues have found
that simulation of the Turing Machine on a
Digital Computer is a useful and practical tool
not only for problem solving and validation of
algorithms but also for teaching students the
fundamentals of programming. This paper will
describe the digital program by which a generalized simulation of the Turing Machine has
been accomplished.
II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
If there are M configurations corresponding
to the Q-Ievels of the Turing Machine each requiring m bits, and if the Turing Machine
requires an alphabet of size N, each symbol
requiring n bits, we shall need a list of MN
strings which we call machine quintuples. A
machine quintuple will consist of :
(a) m bits identifying a Q-Ievel,
(b) n bits identifying a symbol of the
alphabet,
( c) m bi ts designating the next Q-Ievel,

For years the practical value of the Turing
Machine has been discounted because there is
widespread belief among mathematicians that
a Turing Machine always requires a tape of
infinite length and that there is no assurance
that a particular algorithm will achieve a stable
solution in a finite length of time. These misconceptions probably stem from the fact that
the Turing Machine invariably enters the discussion of complex, self-organizing automata
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(d) 2 bits designating the next motion
(either Left, Right, or Place),
(e) n bits designating the symbol to
replace the symbol represented by (b)
at the current location in the Turing
tape.

The inequalities (3) and (4) are viewed as
general restrictions upon the magnitude of
Turing Machine which can be simulated on a
particular computer.

In the descriptive language of the Turing
Table, the last (m + 2 + n) bits represent the
(i, j) entry of the Turing Table, where i and j
are given in (a) and (b) of the quintuple. The
list of quintuples will require a maximum of
2MN (m + n + 1) bits. As a practical matter,
Turing Tables are rarely "saturated," i.e., the
entire matrix filled with non-zero entries, however the maximum bit requirement:
2MN (m + n + 1) = A
(1)
is an important program design criterion.

The simulation of a machine in a digital computer requires two major routines that are
logically distinct from each other. (6) The first
of these routines serves to receive and interpret
external notation and generate the "compiled
logic" of the device to be simulated. Whether or
not this routine is a true compiler, in the sense
of current usage of the word, depends upon the
logical complexity of the simulated device and
the corresponding notation required to fully
describe its function. The logic of the Turing
Machine -is quite simple and completely embodied in the construction of the quintuple
which in turn is determined by the author of
the Turing Machine. Therefore the builder
is required only to make the notational translation of externally coded quintuple statements
into machine language. To distinguish between
a true compiler and the routine that generates
the "compiled logic", we shall henceforth refer
to the latter as the "builder" routine.

To provide for rapid and intelligible interpretation of a processed Turing tape, it is
desirable to limit the magnitude of the Turing
alphabet to those alphabets of available inputoutput devices. It is important to note that this
restriction is one of convenience since, in binary
form, a symbol is limited only by the allowable n. If a Turing Machine requires a large
alphabet it would be necessary to numerically
precode the alphabet, or alternatively, use a
two-for-one notation.
In addition to (1) a portion of the total
available memory must be used to store the
Turing tape. If this memory allocation is b
bits, then the maximum possible length of the
Turing tape will be the parameter:
[bin] = B
(2)
If the total number of bits in the memory of
a specific computer is S, and the simulation
program requires s bits, we have the following
inequality which defines the maximum combination of the Turing Machine and tape that
can be processed.
A+B<S-s
(3)
In addition to (3), there is another restriction imposed upon the simulation program. We
denote by r the time used in passing from one
quintuple to the next. If an algorithm requires
T quintuple cycles for solution, we have the following inequality in which C denotes the time
available for the processing of the algorithm.
(4)
rT < C

III. STRATEGY OF SIMULATION

The essential steps of the builder routine are
outlined below.
1. Read quintuple card.
2. HALT card? Yes, go to 14.
3. STOP quintuple? Yes, go to 12.
4. Extract (Q, S, Q, M, S) .
5. Convert Q-s to binary.
6. Assign movement code.
7. Form function: (Q, M, S).
8. Form identifier (Q, S).
9. Store identifier and function.
10. Update storage.
11. Go to 1.
12. Insert stop code for function.
13. Go to 8.
14. Exit Builder.
Each quintuplet is punched on a separate card
in the format
Q S Q M S for example
10 A 11 R B
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where 10 A is the Turing Matrix identification
pair and 11 RBis the function triplet.
The only exception to this format is the
special stop card with the format:
QSSTOP
We have chosen to use a special stop code
for three reasons. First, the special stop code
makes it possible to distinglish between a normal halt and an error in the Turing Machine.
Secondly, it is far more economical of computer
time to make a simple, one-step test rather than
go through three, multi-step tests to determine
the (Qi, Sj, Qi, P, Sj) quintuple. Finally, the
special stop code-and the natural stop quintuple
are theoretically equivalent.
The quintuple deck is terminated with the
halt card:
HALT
The dimensions of the Turing Table are determined by the builder. The row dimension is
equal to the largest defined value of Q, and the
column dimension is equal to the number of
different symbols defined in the quintuple list.
It must be noted that the quintuple notation
makes the determination of the dimensions unnecessary except for purposes of arraying the
matrix on a line printer or other device.
Since the speed of the builder routine is limited by the speed of the card reader there is
time for nonessential checking for mispunched
cards. The inclusion of three such checking
features has proved to be very helpful in ridding
quintuple decks of gross errors. The first and
most valuable check is dependent upon an alphabet definition card that is read immediately
prior to the first quintuple card. A short routine
generates a check list consisting of all of the
defined symbols which can legally occur in the
quintuple deck. Then as the quintuple cards are
read, each symbol is checked against the defined
alphabet. In the event an undefined symbol
appears, the illegal symbol and the card containing the error are typed out with an error message. The error routine keeps a list of the addresses where the incorrect cards should be
located, and the builder proceeds to the next
card. After the HALT card is detected the program stops and allows the operator to insert
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the corrected cards in the card hopper . Upon
restarting, the program will translate the corrected cards and store the corresponding entries
in their original order. Similar checks are made
to detect illegal movement and non-numeric
symbols in the Q state, with identical proced ures for error recovery.
After the building is complete, before any
simulation can take place, a Turing tape must
be loaded into memory. The Turing tape is
punched on one or more cards, and each symbol
is checked against the original alphabet list.
If an illegal symbol occurs in the Turing tape,
an error message is typed and the reader
routine halts. Upon restarting, the corrected
tape is read, checked and stored.
The second part of the program is called the
"driver" routine which operates on an element
of compiled logic, provides functional continuity
between elements, and hence forces the simulation. In the ideal case, no part of the driving
routine performs any function except to operate
on an element or provide continuity between
elements, however, the timing restriction will
certainly have to be included in the driver
routine and is considered to be an allowable
artifact. Other artifacts may be justified for
purposes of demonstration or instruction but
are undesirable burdens on the simulation since
time is at a premium and each artifact must
consume time on every quintuple cycle. Clearly,
any artifact that causes the driver routine to
amend itself or alter an element of compiled
logic is unallowable.
The following outline shows the essential
steps of the driver routine.
1. Extract symbol from Turing tape.
2. Merge symbol with previous Q-Ievel (from
step 7).
3. Find function corresponding to (Q, S) .
4. Is function a STOP? Yes, go to 14.
5. Substitute function symbol in Turing tape.
6. Move Turing tape "window".
7. Extract next Q-Ievel.
8. Has time been exceeded? Yes, go to 10.
9. Go to 1.
10. Type time- warning.
11. Halt.
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Insert new time restriction.
Go to l.
Output final Turing tape.
Halt.

The step which consumes the largest segment
of time in the "Driver" is the table lookup to
find the next function triplet, (step 3). The
time required for this search can be greatly
reduced if we take advantage of the natural
tendency of Turing Machine authors to group
important Q-Ievels together. Thus, the probability of finding the next quintuple in a close
proximity to the current quintuple is much
higher than finding it at a great distance. After
a check is made against the current quintuple, a
flutter search is used in which the search begins
with the next entry forward of the current
quintuple and then shifts to the last entry
preceding then to the second entry forward and
so forth until the required quintuple is located.
It is important to note that the order in which
the quintuples occur is important only to the
efficiency of the algorithm but does not influence
its logical operation.
IV. SAMPLE ALGORITHMS

I

Figure l(a).

I

_

AAAABBBAAABBAAABBB

Figure l(b).

M

eM

•

I

Figure l(c).

To code the pattern as a string of symbols we
simply assign the letter A to the white segments
and the letter B to the black segments, and in
both cases make the number of letters proportional to the length of each segment as shown in
Fig. 1 (b). The problem is to write an algorithm
in Turing notation that will operate on this
coded string in such a way that only the points
at which the pattern changes are marked. The
desired solution is shown in Fig. 1 (c). This is
logically equivalent to generating a unit pulse
based upon a criterion of wave height or
frequency.
The Turing Table for this algorithm is shown
in Fig. 2, and is a simple 3 X 3 matrix with 2
null entries.

The first problem is to detect the change of
pattern in a strip of contrasting white and black
segments as shown in Fig. 1 (a) .

-

e

AAAABAABAABABAABAA

A

B

-

-

QI

*
2R*

Q2
Q3

2P* 2RA 3R B
3P* 2R B 3RA
Figure 2.

The strategy is to proceed from the left * to the
right passing from Ql to Q2 when either an A
or B is encountered. If an A is seen, control
stops in Q2 until a B is seen. The first B is
retained and control goes to Q3 where successive B's are replaced by A's until an A is seen.
The first A is replaced by a B and control passes
back to Q2 which begins the algorithm again.
If a B is seen as the first symbol, the same type
of procedure is followed except control goes immediately to state Q3.
Fig. 3 shows the complete input deck as it
appears before the start of a run.
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*AB

I

*

*A

STOP

2
2

B

3 R B

3

*A

STOP

B

3 R A

2

3
3

shown at the right side of the tape. The delta
symbol under each line shows the next symbol
to be viewed by the "window".

2 R A
2 R A

2 R B

HALT

*AAAABBBAAABBAAABBB*
END TEST
Figure 3.

The first card is the alphabet definition card
consisting of the three legal symbols: *, A, and
B. Following the alphabet card is the sevencard Turing program which is terminated with
a HALT card. The coded test string shown in
Fig. 1 (b) is next, followed by an END OF
TEST card.
Fig. 4 shows the sequential operation of the
Turing Machine. The current quintuple is
*AAAABBBAAABBAAABBB*
A

*AAAABBBAAABBAAABBB*
A

*AAAABBBAAABBAAABBB*
A

*AAAABBBAAABBAAABBB*
A

*AAAABBBAAABbAAABBB*

[eel" *] l882,R, *]
[8e2,A] UU,R,A]
['U,A] U82,R,A]
(ee2,A] UU,R,A]
U02,A] ('82,R,A]

A

*AAAABBBAAABBAAABBB*

[082,B] [U3,R,B]

A

*AAAABABAAABBAAABBB*

(1"'3, B] U83,R,A]

A

*AAAABAAAAABBAAABBB*

[ee3,B] U03,R,A]

A

*AAAABAABAABBAAABBB*

['03,A] U'2,R,B]

A

*AAAABAABAABBAAABBB*
A

*AAAABAABAABBAAABBB*
A

*AAAABAABAABBAAABBB*
A

*AAAABAABAABAAAABBB*
A

*AAAABAABAABABAABBB*
A

*AAAABAABAABABAABBB*
A
*AAAABAABAABABAABBB*
A

*AAAABAABAABABAABBB*
A

*AAAABAABAABABAABAB*
A

*AAAABAABAABABAABAA*
A

*AAAABAABAABABAABAA*
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[802,Al U02,R,A]
('02,A] U02,R,A]
[082,B] [003,R,B]
[ee3,B] ['G3,R,A]
['83,A] [eU,R,B]
('02,Al [002, R,A]
['02,A] [ee2,R,A]
£8U,B] £883, R,B]
['03,B] [883,R,A]
U83,B] UII3,R,A]
U)83, *1

A

RUN COMPLETE
Figure 4.

STOP

In this example the Turing tape is printed at
the completion of every quintuple cycle consequently the "window" is shown to move only
one symbol per line of output. Such an extensive output is desirable only for short, illustrative examples since an algorithm may involve
many thousands of cycles for solution.
The second algorithm is a popular child's
problem in which a number of boys and soldiers
are to be transported across a river in a row
boat. The boat is capable of holding one or two
boys, or one soldier, but not one boy and one
soldier. The basic solution strategy is a simple
five step algorithm as follows:
1. two boys across river
2. one boy back
3. boy out, soldier in, soldier across.
4. boy back
5. go to 1.
When all of the soldiers are across the river,
the algorithm reduces to a back and forth shuttle involving only boy~ with a net gain of one
boy per two river crossings. The problem can be
coded in an interesting manner with symbols
representing the various objects involved.
G is a grassy spot on the river bank,
W isthewater,
F is a seat in the row boat,
B isa boy,
S is a soldier,
% is the left bank of the river,
)=( is the right bank of the river
=;1= is the tape end marker symbol
- is an intermediate symbol used to
denote movement of the boat.
A samplp. configuration is shown in Fig. 5 (a)
with the solution configuration in Fig. 5 (b).
At the beginning all of the boys and soldiers
are on the right side of the river with the boat
at the right bank. In the final string, all of the
boys and soldiers have been transported to the
left side and the boat is at the left bank.
Figure (6) shows the Turing program in
quintuple form required to process any such
input configuration.
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In addition to the standard solution algorithm, all contingencies are anticipated such
as the presence of only one boy; or the absence
of soldiers.

*GGGGG%WWFFnSBBSSG#

Because of the number of quintuple cycles
involved it is not practical to show the test
string after each cycle, however, figure 7 shows
every second cycle.

Figure 5(a).

Note that the "window" appears to take a twosymbol jump between lines.
V. DISCUSSION

#BSSSB%FFWW nGGGGGG=t

Figure 5(b).

1 I
2 G
3V
4 G
5 5

1 I I
2 I G
3 I V
41G
5 I 5

5124LI
6 - 6L7 5 S L 5
7 V SIV
S I 13 I I
SrUL9 V 12 I I
95 S L 5
10 V 12 I 5
U5 S L 5
UI S L I
121 9LV
13 5 15 L r
14 I 14 L I
141 14 L 1
15 G 17 I 5
15 5 15 L 5
16 V 19 LV
16 5 16 I 5
17 S 17 I 5
IS G IS I G
19 I 20 I 19 r 21 I 20 F 19 IF
2OV22LI
21 I 19 I I
22 F 21 I V
23 F 23 L r
24F241r
2452415
25 I 3P26 5 27 L G
2612611
27 F 26 L 5
27 G 27 L G
2S-28L29F29LF
29 G 29 L G
3OB28LG
3OV30RV
31 F 31 L F
31 1 30 1 1
32 B 32 L B

1 G 21G

3· 413 I 411
4 5 4 15
5 I 6LG
6 r 7 L I
6G 6i.G
7 I 8 P I
7 G 8 P I
Sl1311
S I 9 L 9 - 9LI
10 5 8 L S
10 P 8LP
U-ULr
11 V 12 I r
12lULV
13 r 13 I l
14514L5
14G1611
15 r 15 L r
15 1 15 L 1
16 1 16 11
17G17IG
181 1811
1851815
19 - 19 I 19 , 23 L 1
20 I 19 I I
21 r 19 I r
21 - 21 I r
22 - 22 L 24'241'
24-241-

25-2611
25S25L5

26128LI
26r26Lr
27 , 27 L 1
28G28LG
28 1·29 L I
29 - 30 I.29 V 81V
3Or3OIF
31 5 31 L 5
31 V 31 LV
32 1 STOP
32 5 32 L 5

Figure 6.

21
3P
4 1
4 I
5G
6 5

3 11
3 I r
STOP
5 I G
5 I G
6 L 5

61 6LI
7 P 7 L I
8V SIV
S 5 10 L 9r S L r
9 I S L I
10 - 10 L S
10 I 8LI
11r SLl
12 5 10 LV
12 - 12 I 13114Lr
14r14Lr
14 , 31 L 1
15 I 15 L I
16 r 16 • r
16 I 16 I I
171181G
IS r 16 I I
IS I IS I B
19 - 23 L 19 V 19 LV
20-2011
21 V 22 L r
22 I 20 I V
23 I 24 I r
24G25LI
2412411
25 G 25 L G
25125LI
26G261G
26 V 81V
27 B 27 L B
28 r 29L B
29B25LI
29 1 31 L30-3013OG3OIG
31 I 31 L I
31 G 32 L I
32 G 32 L G

The !rsample algorithms were run on a machine with a cycle time of 8 microseconds
(SDS 920). The limiting factor, as mentioned
above, is the time involved in finding the next
quintuple in the total list. Since the efficiency is
influenced by the order in which the quintuple
deck is organized, the question arises whether
or not it is possible to obtain an optimum ordering. Generally, this would be quite unlikely
since an optimum order is dependent on the
input string which may be composed of a
random group of symbols. However, if quintuples, containing symbols which are used in
conjunction with each other, are placed together in the input deck, the efficiency can probably be improved.
In the Boys and Soldiers algorithm we
achieved a speed of 3,000 quintuple cycles/second by ordering the deck row-by-row as it
appears in a Turing Functional Matrix. By
rearranging some of the cards, particularly in
Q-Ievels which deal with the left and right
movement of the boat, we were able to increase
the speed to about 3,300 quintuple cycles/seconds. In the opposite direction, we tried to
arrange the deck in such a way that we produced a very inefficient operation and were able
to reduce the speed to slightly less than 1,000
quintuple cycles/second. By shuffling the cards
like a bridge deck, we obtained about 2,100
quintuple cycles/second.
It is not surprising that the row-by-row
ord~ring

is quite efficient since a Turing programmer normally adopts a row-by-row strategy in solving a problem, consequently the
probability is high that significant quintuples
will be grouped together. Experience with a
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IGr.G~IWFF!!BSBI

[OOl,C] [OG2, R,C)

6
IGGG~WFFI!8SBI

[002,G) UG2,R,GJ

6

IGGG1.WWFFI:BSBI

(G83,W] [G13, R,W]

II

IGGG ~1\JF Fr!as BI

[883,F] [113,R,F)

~

IGGG%,·mF FrBSBI

[G03,1:] [OGIJ,R,I:)

6

IGGG);WWFFf.CSBI

(OO5,S) [005, R,S J

II

IGGG%WWFFI!CSGI

[o06,S] [OO6,L,SJ

6

IGGC",'/WF FI:GStil

[o06,!':] [006, L,I:J

IGSG%WB-WIBGGI
II

IGSG%WB-FIBGGI
II

IGSG%WWBFIBGGI

[807,FJ [807, L, RJ

IGSG%l'IWBFIBGGI
6

IGSG%WWFFIBGGI
II

IGSG);WWFFIBGGI

[IOa,BJ [009, L,-]

ltiSG%WWFFIBBGI

[812,-J (812, R, - J

IGSG%WWFFI!BBCI
A

Ir.SG);WWFFnGBGI

£009,-) [009, L, B)

I GSG%l"~/F FnCGGI
A

Ir.SG%t/uFBnCGGI
~

Ir.Sr.%WWBB!!GGr.I

A

Ir.CG)}IB R~I-;'GSCI

(Ooa, ~11 uoa, R,U)

l'.

IGGG';'B-R ..mGSGI

(009,t;] [012, R,B]
(812,8] [o09,L,h]

I GSG:'&'/B- BlICGCI

[009,B] [OOa,L,B]

IGSG%WB-W!IGGGI
A

IGSG%WBBWnGGr.I

(825,IJ (8'3, P ,IIJ

[80IJ,B J [OO5,R,GJ
(Ol6,GJ (006, l"G]
(OO6,F] [007, L,B]
(807,101) [OO8,R,W]
[089,W] [012, R,B]
[012,B] [809,L,W]
[009,8J [008, L, B)

II

IGSG%t/-RWHGGGI

II

[088,B] (1'9,L,-]

II

I r. GG ';..FSHt'::CSGI

(013,B] [Ollt,L,F]

Ir.Sr.%B-BWI:CCCI

.1\

I r.r.R j;,F B\'J\I~:CSCI

[Ollt,G) (016,

[012,-] [012,R,-J

t:.
R,~]

I GSG %B 8~/W!:GGGI

t.

(809, -] [OO9,L,S]

II

I GeB J;.F B\J\:::G SCI

[016,F] [016,r.,F]

I r.SG~B 8t'WrICGr.I

6

I GC R~F S~tl:r.Sr.I

[016, \I] [019,L,H)

6

IGGR ~F -B\·J;:r.sr,I

[020,h] [022,L,9]

t.

['8a, ~]

[813,R,~]

lOl",~]

[OlIJ,L,~J

[016,'-]

["16,R,~]

t:.

IGSG1tFBt'tmGGGI
~

Ir.SB~F8WtJl~GCCI

6

I r.CP.';.\',-B\;: :r.SC I

[022,F] [021,1!,\'J]

I GSB %FRWtmCGG I

0

'r.r.R ~H FR\I;:GSr,I
r.r.:1 ~J F-\·J;:GSC I

[016,B] [016,R,B]

6

[021,S] [019,R,P.]

Ir.S8~F-Ww::rGCCI

.\

I

(82IJ,GJ U25,L,B]

II

II

I r.r, r, ~c B\'a'mG SGI

(I2IJ, I] (82IJ,R,I]

l'.

II
IGGG~B-WW'uCSGI

U23,B) [82IJ,R,F)

II

6

IGCG%WBB\'Il:CSCI

(019,1] [823"l"IJ

fl

6
IGGG~B-Br.CSGI

(12',-] (820,R,B]

A

A

IGCG%l"H-B!:CSC I

(822,-] [I22,L,-]

fJ.

1\

IGGG %WtJBBl!GSGI

lO19,F) ['21,R,'-]

[019,8J [020,R,-]

t:.

[019,£]

~:.

[020,r~,-]

Ir.SR%F-8Wr.CCCI

("22,-] [822,L,-]

t:.

Figure 7.1.

Figure 7.2.
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ICGB ~IF -B!:GSr,I

[022,-1 [022,l,-]

l-.

[021,R,F]

IGG8~W\lFB!:GSr.I

[021,-]

6
IGGR ~IWFBUGSr.I

[019,1:] [023, l,r:J

l-.

IGG8,.'WF Fr.GSGI

(02",1:] [021t,R,!:]

6.
IGG8~·njF

FIBsel

lO2 5, r:] [026,R,Il

1'.
IGGB~UFFIBr.r.I
~

Ir.G8~·n'F

F IRGGI

(026,SJ [027,l,G)

(027,1] [027,l,I)

/),

IGGB~~'FSI3GGI

(026,F)

l826,l,F)

[008, F)

[Oll,l,-)

l\
IGGR~JW-SICGGI

h
IGr,R~"F-S'BGGI

[012,-) [012,R,-)

~

'r.r.B?JFSWIBGGI

[010,-] [010,l,S)

~

IGGR""/FS~I'BGGI

[008,\-11 [OOI,R,W)

A

IGGR ~F -S\'I' BGG I

(011, "i) [012, R,F)

h

I GG R~F

-"n. I Br.G I
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